A new typology shows that the notion of rangeland carrying capacity has considerable ambiguity even under conditions of high environmental certainty. When those environmental conditions are highly uncertain, rangeland carrying capacity must be reconceived as a Hahn equilibrium in order to be useful for rangehmd development and management. A Hahn equilibrium is a state of affairs which does not cause decision-making agents to change the (meta-)theories which they hold or the (meta-)policies which they pursue in their decision malting.
Ideally, such objections can be taken into account for any individual carrying capacity estimate, by accepting that it has to be determined on a case-by-case basis in the field. Once you know the size of the grazing and browsing animals, and once you know the biomass production of the area, the pattern of livestock movements and watering, and so on, you can-so this argument goes-produce a site-specific carrying capacity estimate for the range area under consideration. Indeed, this is what is done in practice (Tore11 et al. 1991) .
The case-by-case estimation of carrying capacity seems all the more sensible in light of the apparent obviousness of the the carrying capacity concept itself. Surely, there must be a finite limit to the population of any given area, indeed the planet as a whole, holding constant other factors such as technological change. Surely, you cannot pack livestock into a given rangeland, without at some point deteriorating that range demonstrably. Surely, biomass production is going down on rangelands precisely because carrying capacity has been exceeded for so long, even taking into account factors such as drought and climate change.
Such appeals will not do. Even under environmental conditions of great certainty, the notion of carrying capacity would still be ambiguous and confused. Moreover, since environmental conditions are highly uncertain for the dry rangelands of the world, current understanding of carrying capacity turns out to be all the more questionable. There is no workable, practical equation for carrying capacity, nor could there ever be. Fortunately, however, there is an alternative formulation of carrying capacity, which is considerably more realistic-if not more useful-than even the case-by-case variety.
Methods and Results

Carrying Capacity Under Conditions of Certainty
Fairly recent reviews of the notion of carrying capacity have concluded that it is very much a vague notion (e.g., Dhondt 1988). As Dhondt puts it, carrying capacity "has lost a precise meaning" as a tenn and instead "has been used with so many different meanings" that it is now irretrievably "a confusing concept." That said, it is important to underscore that the confusion would remain even if the meanings were precise and few in number. Assume in this section that the definition of carrying capacity as the maximum stocking rate possible without inducing damage to vegetation or related resources is clear and unambiguous. Ask yourself then, just what is this carrying capacity a case of? Of what is carrying capacity an instance? What kind of case are we analyzing when talking about "carrying capacity" in this way?
Charles Ragin (1992) has developed a 2-by-2 typology that and the environment in which the population lives. I feel thereaddresses the question of "What is a case?"'. The 2 dimensions fore that speaking of a [concept like] 'carrying capacity of the are (1) whether the "cases" you are analyzing are taken to be environment' should be avoided at all costs." emuirical units in the real world or theoretical constructs that are (4) Cases as general theoretical constructs. Here, carrying a consequence of the theories you hold or analytic frameworks capacity is the result of the combined effort of range scientists, you use, and (2) whether these "cases," in turn, are taken to be which shapes and constrains the way they undertake their science specific in that they were developed during the course of your and research. "Finally, in the fourth quadrant," writes Ragin, analysis or general in that they were pre-existing categories exter-"researchers see cases as general theoretical constructs, but nevnal to that analysis. Each of the resulting 4 types of cases can be ertheless view these constructions as the product of collective seen at work in our understanding of rangeland carrying capacity: scholarly work. .A researcher, for example, might conduct
(1) Cases as soecific emoirical units. Here, carrying capacity is to be found "out there" in reality. "In the first quadrant," according to Ragin, "researchers see cases [e.g., of rangeland carrying capacity] as empirically real and bounded, but specific. They must be identified and established as cases in the course of the research process" (Ragin 1992). Carrying capacity, according to Dhondt (1989) , "is often used as if it were a property of the environment that can be measured" for any given specific habitat.
(2) Cases as peneral empirical units. Here, carrying capacity is an already known, objective category used in the objective world. "In the second quadrant, researchers also view cases [of rangeland carrying capacity] as empirically real and bounded, but feel no need to verify their existence or establish their empirical boundaries in the course of the research process. . .These researchers usually base their case designations on existing delinitions present in the research literatures," in Ragin's words (1992) . The assumption in many range management textbooks, for instance, is that carrying capacity exists, whether or not one has procedure for delineating it precisely in empirical terms. Such a position is taken up by Dasmann (1964) , among many others. "In all habitats we find a limitation on the number of game animals of any 1 species that can be maintained. This limitation is research on 'industrial societies' [or rangeland carrying capacity], recognizing that the assignment of empirical cases to this theoretical category is problematic and that the theoretical category itself exists primarily because of collective scholarly interest' (Ragin 1992) . This type of carrying capacity is most visible when members of the range science community question it and propose instead a new paradigm, such as "state and transition models" or "ecosystem resilience," or some other alternative theoretical construct.
Several results follow from this four-fold typology. First and foremost, we should not be surprised-nor, for that matter, even bothered-by the fact that very different types of "carrying capacity" are at work when people seek to manage stocking rates through setting rangeland carrying capacity limits. No 1 of the 4 "cases of carrying capacity" is a priori more useful than the others. More to the point, range managers and scientists cannot be expected to privilege just 1 type. There will always be textbooks, shifting paradigms, and interactive research processes-and unavoidably so. There is, in other words, no single true carrying capacity for any real system, because the real system in question is never just the range.3
Thus, it is wrong to believe that one is advancing knowledge known as carrying capacity," adding, though, that "it is best to simply by finding that, e.g., rangeland carrying capacity is more leave it [the notion of carrying capacity] to be used in a general complex in the field than in a textbook like that of Stoddart, et al. rather than in a specific sense" (see Scarnecchia 1990 Scarnecchia for a simi-(1975 . All you are doing is confusing different types of carrying lar parallel between general and specific cases).2 capacity. Nonetheless-and this is the crucial point-some con-(3) Cases as specific theoretical constructs. Here, what you fusion is inevitable, even under conditions of environmental cerinterpret as carrying capacity depends on the interaction of the tainty with precise and limited number of carrying capacity defintheories you hold and the research process you undertake.
itions, and it must be expected that range managers and scientists "Researchers in this quadrant see cases [of rangeland carrying will from time to time talk at cross-purposes around the same capacity] as specific theoretical constructs which coalesce in the table. These differing cases would remain even if resource mancourse of the research. Neither empirical nor given, they are grad-agers and scientists did not entertain different theories. The probually imposed on empirical evidence as they take shape in the lem is not that some experts subscribe to, e.g., range succession course of the research. . .Interaction between ideas and evidence theory and others to state-and-transition models. Even if everyone results in a progressive refinement of the case conceived as a the-subscribed to the same theory, the cases of rangeland carrying oretical construct" (Ragin 1992) . This interactive refinement is at capacity would still differ as long as the experts did not agree on work in the recognition that the concept of carrying capacity how to balance empirics and theory and the general and specific makes sense only when actual carrying capacity estimates are in the understanding and management of carrying capacity. developed and worked through at specific sites. For example, in If carrying capacity is necessarily a constellation of different the view of Dhondt (1988), "if an equilibrium density [of ani-cases and conventions over just what carrying capacity is a case mals] is reached, its exact value for any particular population or instance of, then it should come as no surprise that managing depends on the interaction between the animals in the population carrying capacity is more likely to be effective when it legitimates these differing understandings rather than obscures, avoids, *Ragin is not the only one to focus on the questions, "What is this case of?". Rosenau or forces us to choose among them. One such way to legitimate and Durfee (1995) recommend that "one must be predisposed to ask about every event, the co-existence of multiple cases of carrying capacity is to insist every situation, or every unobserved phenomenon, 'Of what is it an instance?"' For that the identification of rangeland carrying capacity is as much another application of Ragin's typology, see Roe (1996) .
evolutionary as it is case-by-case: Range managers start with the %ven where the focus of estimation is on swcific carwina capacities, the estimates can be cast in general terms. In their textbook, &lechek et al. (19i9) define carrying capacity as follows: "although actual stocking rates may vary considerably between years due to fluctuating forage conditions, grazing capacity is generally considered to be the average number of animals that a particular range will sustain over time". In summation, even if carrying capacity were not vague and were easily definable and identifiable, there can never be 1 and only 1 definition and identification to be made. If carrying capacity is a moving target, it is always-repeat, always-moving several ways at once.
Carrying Capacity Under Conditions of Uncertainty
Unfortunately, environmental certainty with precise and few definitions is by no means guaranteed, thus problematizing the notion of carrying capacity even further. The above typology, for example, assumes that, even when cases of carrying capacity are multiple, advocates of each case are asking the right kinds of questions and getting the right kinds of answers for that case they call "carrying capacity". Uncertainty, in contrast, means there are times when we do not know what the right questions or answers are, let alone the "case" being analyzed. To see how this affects our conception of rangeland carrying capacity, consider the following thought experiment.
Assume that 2 groups, i range experts and j laypersons, are each characterized by a unique question-asking and answering function, Qi and Qj, respectively, (Q-function)i = f(OB; atiQ1, a2iQ2, a3iQ3. ...siQ"> (Q-functidj = f(OA; aljQ1, a2jQ2, a3jQ3,...GjQn) where (OA, OB) are constants (more in a moment), Qr...Q, are the types of questions asked and answers given, and al..+, are the weights assigned to each type of question and answer in the Qfunction. As specified, the presence or absence of different types of questions and answers, along with the different weights assigned to each, set the 2 groups apart from each other. For schematic purposes, this multidimensional situation is reduced to a two-dimensional space, with our 2 homogeneous Q-functions drawn as in Figure 1A .4 Assume that the only questions and answers which matter to i experts and j laypersons are those about a given range's carrying capacity.
Those familiar with supply and demand analysis will interpret Figure 1A as showing that, at Qe, i, and j are willing and able to ask OY questions and receive OX answers. This would be incorrect. Q, represents 1 point that generates 6 associated values, not just the 2 of OY and OX.
In this construction, i and j are each associated with 3 specific values at Qe, namely, a specific number of questions that are answered, a specific number of questions that go unanswered, and a specific number of answers given to questions never really asked or that have already been answered. At C& the j laypcrsons, in order that their AY questions about range carrying capacity are satisfactorily answered, are willing to accept OA questions to go %he assumption of linearity is not mandatory: the positive slopes indicate only the netessay condition that the men-e questions asked the more answers expected. unanswered by i range experts and (OX -AY) answers to questions i mistakenly imputes to j or irrelevant answers by i to j's AY questions. Similarly, at Q, the i experts are willing to accept, in order that i may ask and be answered correctly BX questions about carrying capacity, (OY -BX) of their questions to go unanswered and OB "answers," either imputed to but not actually asked by i or irrelevant answers to BX questions. Thus, the interchange as a whole between i range experts and j laypersons can be described by a level of "acceptable uncertainty" that i and j put up with, consisting of (OA + OY -BX) unanswered questions and (OB + OX -AY) answers to questions never asked--both of which however may be crucial to the determination of the carrying capacity of the range in question.
For example, the questions i experts and j laypersons answer to each other's satisfaction, AY and BX, may reflect agreement by the 2 that indeed biomass of the range concerned has declined over time, that the stocking rates of livestock and human populations have increased on the rangeland, and that these populations have contributed to the decline in biomass production. The conclusion that stocking rates exceed the range's carrying capacity is, however, not warranted for several complicating reasons. First, there are the questions that have not been and may never be satisfactorily answered: e.g., to what extent have biomass changes been due to climate change unrelated to human and livestock use of the area under question? Second, there are the answers to questions never asked: e.g., air photos and satellite images, stored out of sight somewhere, may in fact show that biomass production has actually been increasing in the area as the area's population increased-something that has happened in several prominent cases recently (see, for example, Tiffen et al. 1994; Fairhead and Leach 1995) .
Several results follow from the simple model. First, the most banal yet imperative: What is actually going on in reality with respect to stocking rates and carrying capacity may or may not be reflected in any of the exchanges of questions and answers, whether those answers were asked for, given even if unasked for, or implied in the questions left unanswered' Less banal, the more groups involved in the question asking and answering exercise, the more likely that the actual conditions will be reflected in the answers given-if simply because the more groups, the wider the range of answers, other things being equal (remember, none of these values are 0). Simply put, the more people are uncertain in different ways, the more likely it is 1 or more of them is talking sense, other things being equal.
There is a more important result. One response to Figure 1A is to insist that all this question asking and answering would eventually lead those concerned closer to the actual carrying capacity of the range in question. After all, so the argument goes, such questioning and answering could embody trial and error learning, where what would be learned should lead us, if not closer to the truth, then closer to knowing what is false.6 Thus, we would expect that over time (and again ceteris paribus) not only would the values of (AY and BX) change, but that the answers they reflect would eventually be driven closer to the true answer, namely, the range's actual carrying capacity.
But to what extent are the values of (AY and BX) likely to change? That depends in large part on whether or not Q, represents an equilibrium position in the 6 associated values. That is, would i and j accept any other set of values than those reflected in Q? Assume in Figure 1B rather than Q,. Remember, the quid pro quo operating here is "I will answer (some of) your questions, if you answer (some of) mine." Now, at Qt i could respond by generating the different set of values reflected at Qi or Q,, namely, i deciding that it wanted BT or BR of its questions answered. Say that i chooses the (U, R) mix by moving to Q,. At Qr or Q,, j wants AU of its questions answered, but i will only answer j AM questions if i is to get BR questions correctly answered (i gets BR questions answered whether j has AU or AM of its questions answered). Yet if j is ' As has long been pointed out, anwws are implied in the sense that to ask a question entails one would know what would qualify as an answer to it. %ut aside for the moment that what we would be movine to. even under conditions of environmental certainty. is a set of multiple cases of carr$g capacity as in the previous section.
restricted to AM satisfactorily answered questions it will respond by allowing i BV (rather than BR) answered questions. However, if i is restricted to BV answered questions, it will in turn restrict j to only AN (rather than AM) questions that it will answer. . and so on until they arrive at Q,. In short, there is strong pressure in this construction for both i and j to move to and stay at C&.
Discussion and Conclusions
General
As such, Q is an excellent example of what has been called a "Hahn equilibrium". For the economist Frank Hahn, "an economy is in equilibrium when it generates messages which do not cause agents to change the theories which they hold or the policies which they pursue" (Hahn 1984) . Accordingly, agents could be in equilibrium even when markets have not cleared or wages are rigid, as long as the theories and policies that are held allow for these disparities. The most interesting feature of a Hahn equilibrum, for our purposes, are those conditions that lead to stability in the agents' theories and policies. For Hahn "equilibrium states [are] those in which agents learn nothing new" (Hahn 1984). One important way in which this occurs is that environmental conditions may be so uncertain that there is nothing new for agents to learn, as in the case of Q, above.
Rather than being an instance where Q, and its associated values are moving over time closer to the 'true' value of the carrying capacity through constant trial and error (question asking and answering), Q, reflects instead those (admittedly arbitrary and local) theories and policies that allow agents to make decisions in the face of what seems to them to be continuing and intractable uncertainty. More formally, the policies and theories enable the agent to stabilize the assumptions for decision making under conditions of high uncertainty. Decisions have to be made, even when learning is not possible, and Q, reflects those theories and policies that allow the agents in question to decide, at least for a time.
That said, another economist, Brian Loabsy, suggests that we should "add another level to Hahn's system, a level in which agents have theories about the generation of theories, and policies for the formulation of policies. Such meta-theories and metapolicies cannot be precisely specified, because it is logically impossible for the content of new knowledge to be predicted in advance or, what comes to the same thing, to be specified as the output, determinate, or probabilistic, of a well-defined process." (Loabsy 1991 ) This suggestion has intuitive appeal, as all readers know of instances where local theories and policies do change, even when learning is not taking place nor causing those changes. Do such instances mean agents are out of equilibrium? Not necessarily, and herein lies this article's alternative formulation of rangeland carrying capacity. Even when local theories and policies are changing, the system in question still may be in equilibrium in the wider sense that the changes in question are guided by broader (meta-)theories and policies governing innovation in the knowledge base upon which the more local changes in theories and policies are founded. More formally, a system is in equilibrium when these meta-theories and me&policies enable the agent to continue to make decisions under high uncertainty, even though his or her more local policies and theories governing decision making are themselves changing or in flux at the time.
If the notion of rangeland carrying capacity is to make any sense under conditions of high environmental uncertainty, it has to be at this meta-equilibrium level, where the notion of rangeland carrying capacity is, in effect, a meta-theory about how the capacity of a rangeland to carry a population changes over time, without however being able to predict what that carrying capacity will be in any specific instance or at any specific time. If this is so, then carrying capacity is really a theory of knowledge generation and change over a rangeland population and area.
In this view, the conception of carrying capacity is as much about biological and technological innovation as it is about biomass increases or decline in that area and population. Like all meta-theories that cannot predict the unknown in advance, it is more at home and on much sounder ground in identifying what makes for change (e.g., more livestock, changes in their technology) than it is in forecasting what is ahead for that area and that population. As a meta-theory of knowledge change in the face of high uncertainty (and to paraphrase Loabsy), carrying capacity has no business-repeat, no business-in specifying "outputs' such as all those estimates of a range's specific "carrying capacity." Such site-specific estimatles are only warranted on the grounds of long experience and familiarity with the site concemed-which is simply another way of saying the range managers operate under considerably 'less uncertainty and have a tied and tested theory about what drives carrying capacity there. Moreover, it is that theory (and the more encompassing theories governing that local theory's change) which are the real objects of interest, not the specific estimates per se.
Specific
What specifically does carrying capacity as theory of knowledge generation look like as a Hahn meta-equilibrium? Many models are possible, but start with the oft-noted observation that more and more people, including range managers, knowingly make decisions on the basis of information which they also know will be obsolete by the time those decisions are implemented.' Assume then the following relationships exist for any individual range manager concerned with carrying capacity (Fig. 2) . Three variables are of interest for the range manager in question: the obsolescence of knowledge (ranging from 0 to high) he or she uses in dealing with carrying capacity issues (including those of stocking rates), the certainty of that knowledge (from 0 to high), and the urgency of the important decisions to be made by the manager on the basis of this knowledge (ranging as well from 0 to maximum). For expository purposes, the relationships are portrayed as in Figure 2 . Note the "knowledge" in question has 2 parts: the manager's first-order, local policies and theories governing his or her movement along the curves and the secondorder, meta-policies and theories governing the shape of the curves in question. Moreover, this knowledge need not just be explicit, but could as well be tacit, as with ranchers who have long experience and familiarity with their range.
First, consider the relationship between the urgency of decision making about carrying capacity issues and the certainty of the %lGle workable, practical definitions of carrying capacity are not possible, much more could be done in developing simple models of range manager decision making as is done knowledge upon which that decision is made (UU' in Fig. 2 ). As drawn, the most urgent decisions are those for which little or no certain knowledge exists; on the other hand, important decisions always have some urging, no matter how certain the knowledge is on which they are based. Now consider the relationship between the obsolescence of knowledge and the certainty of that information (00' in Fig. 2 ). As drawn, increased knowledge is rarely obsolete, when overall certainty is low; in these instances, what little knowledge the range manager gains typically has high timeliness and salience. On the other hand, there is a point at which the more certain the knowledge, the more likely it has become mundane, widely known, and of little further use. To put it another way, the more uncertain the information, the more that the decision to be made is an urgent one requiring up-to-date knowledge; in contrast, the more certain the knowledge, the more likely that this information has lost its currency. Again, the actual relationships vary empirically. Where UU' and 00' cross yields 3 values of relevance for the individual decision maker: U*, 0*, and C*. The 3 values reflect the only point where the range manager's sense of urgency intersects his or her perception of the obsolescence of the knowledge upon which his or her decision about carrying capacity issues is made. It is here (at D in Fig. 2) where the individual range manager is most comfortable in making carrying capacity decisions. In banal terms, the 3 values illustrate that the agent: avoids taking the most urgent carrying capacity decisions, recognizes that decisions have to be taken in the face of uncertainty, and acknowledges that some decisions are based on knowledge that is already well out-of-date.
Less banally, Figure 2 explains why range managers are always ready to convert policy decisions into administrative, bureaucratic ones (for more, see Roe 1996) . Policy decisions are all too often those of high urgency, requiring timely knowledge in the face of extreme uncertainty. Diagrammatically, this situation reflects the decision space to the left of the intersection of UU' and 00' in Figure 2 , particularly the widening gap between the 2 curves as they approach the axes. If the intersection point D rep-resents both a preference on the part of the range manager and a model of what are the "right" kinds of decisions about carrying capacity, then there is enormous pressure to transform any decisions to the left of D into decisions that can be treated as if they were of U* urgency, C* certainty, and 0* obsolescence.
What is insufficiently recognized is the gap to the right of D in Figure 2 . While the pressure to transform policy into bureaucracy has long been recognized, this same transformation ensures that the decisions to be taken are: still more urgent than others, less mundane than they could be, and based on knowledge that is more uncertain than other information-based decisions. If policy is all too easily turned into administration, then bureaucratizing issues of carrying capacity and stocking rates (e.g., into offtcial scoring procedures and stocking maps) is in the same instant the way range managers resist trivializing those carrying capacity policies further.
